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Abstract

With the ever-growing size of pre-trained models (PMs), fine-tuning has become
more expensive and resource-hungry. As a remedy, low-rank adapters (LoRA)
keep the main pre-trained weights of the model frozen and just introduce some
learnable truncated SVD modules (so-called LoRA blocks) to the model. While
LoRA blocks are parameter efficient, they suffer from two major problems: first,
the size of these blocks is fixed and cannot be modified after training (for example,
if we need to change the rank of LoRA blocks, then we need to train them from
scratch); second, optimizing their rank requires an exhaustive search. In this work,
we introduce a dynamic low-rank adaptation (DyLoRA) solution to address these
two problems together. Our DyLoRA method trains LoRA blocks for a range of
ranks instead of a single rank by sorting out the representation learned at different
ranks during training. We evaluate our solution on different tasks in the GLUE
benchmark using the RoBERTa model. Our results show that we can train DyLoRA
at least 7x faster than LoRA without compromising performance significantly.
Moreover, our models can perform consistently well on a much larger range of
ranks compared to LoRA1

1 Introduction

Pre-training/fine-tuning has become a popular paradigm for solving many tasks in natural language
processing (NLP) [2]–[4] and Computer Vision [5]–[10]. Pre-trained models (PMs) such as pre-
trained language models (PLMs) [2], [4], and pre-trained visual-language models [11]–[14] have
advanced a lot in recent years. With the ever growing size of these pre-trained models, fine-tuning on
downstream tasks become more expensive. There are two category of solutions in this regard: first,
model compression [15], [16]; second, parameter efficient tuning (PET) [17]–[19].

There are many different model compression techniques for PLMs such as matrix factorization [20]–
[22], pruning [23], quantization [24], [25], and knowledge distillation [15], [26]–[31]. There are also
different types of PET techniques in the literature such as low-rank adapters [18], [32]–[34], and
prompt-based techniques [35].

1The code is available at https://github.com/huawei-noah/KD-NLP.

Efficient Natural Language and Speech Processing (NeurIPS 2022).
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Figure 1: DyLoRA: The overall diagram of our proposed method. During training, in each iteration,
we sample from a pre-defined random distribution which will help us to truncate the up-projection
and down-projection matrices in the LoRA [1] objective.

Although model compression solutions are well-established in recent years in the literature, using
these techniques usually leads to degrading the model performance more drastically compared to
PET techniques; or in some cases such as knowledge distillation, it requires having a fine-tuned
larger teacher model. Among all PET techniques, low-rank adapters have received a lot of attention
because in contrast to prompt-tuning techniques, low-rank adapters do not add to the sequence length.
Even though there are several well-known low-rank adaptation techniques in the literature such as
[33], compacter [18], LORA [34]; they all suffer from two major common problems: first, it is not
clear how to select the size of their rank (while their performance is very sensitive based on this
rank selection); second, their training is static meaning that if a low-rank model is trained based on a
particular rank size, it will not work well in other rank values (i.e. for any other rank value we need
to train a separate model).

In this paper, we propose a dynamic low-rank adapter (DyLoRA) to alleviate these two problems.
Without losing generality, we focus on LoRA[1] and train LoRA blocks for a range of ranks instead
of a single rank by sorting out the representation learned at different ranks during training.

Our model is able to outperform LoRA in much wider range of ranks without adding to the training
time. Moreover, our technique does not need any extra training for searching across ranks.

The following is a summary of our contributions:

• Dynamic LoRA: On top of LoRA, we developed a new algorithm (DyLoRA) that makes it
dynamic at inference time without incurring extra cost.

• Search-free LoRA: We demonstrate that by making a negligible compromise in performance,
it is possible to avoid the costly search process of choosing the optimal rank for LoRA.

2 Related Work

LORA [34] is a low-rank up-projection/down-projection transformation without any non-linearity
that is applied in parallel to key and value attention matrices. The main benefit of LORA is that the
adapter module after training can be integrated into the original weight matrices of the model, which
in turn can lead to a very efficient inference time. All the available low-rank adapters [18], [33],
[36] in the literature, however, suffer from two major issues: first, finding the best rank size requires
a heavy exhaustive training and search; second, the tuned adapter module works well only with a
particular rank size.

While there has been some efforts in the literature towards dynamic networks such as DynaBERT [37]
and GradMax [38], to the best of our knowledge, this problem for factorized networks and low-rank
adapters is still open. DRONE [16] propose a technique for data-aware low-rank model compression
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however their approach is not search-free and also it is not dynamic. DynaBERT introduces a
two-stage method to train width and depth-wise dynamic networks. However, DynaBERT requires a
fine-tuned teacher model on the task to train its dynamic sub-networks which is a major limitation
dealing with large PLMs. GradMax is a technique which gradually adds to the neurons of a network
without touching the already trained neurons. But it is not clear how GradMax can be deployed for
reducing the rank-search problem in low-rank adapters. [23] propose a structured pruning technique
which is called factorized low-rank pruning (FLOP). FLOP decomposes weight matrices of a network
into sum of rank-1 components which are regularized during training to gain sparsity. It is worth
mentioning that FLOP aims at compressing the main model and even if it can be used for finding a
good rank in lower-rank representation of full weight matrices, the final low-rank model will not be
dynamic (i.e. it is trained well only for one rank and not a range of ranks, same as LoRA.).

3 Our Method: DyLoRA

In this section, we introduce our solution to get dynamic low-rank adapters that can be trained and
deployed well on a range of ranks instead of a single particular rank (with a fixed training budget).
This flexibility can free us from searching for the best ranks by training the model multiple times.

Without loss of generality, we explain our solution on top of LoRA. In each LoRA module, we
have an up-projection (Wup ∈ Rm×r) and a down-projection matrix (Wdw ∈ Rr×d). Let’s assume
that we would like to train the LoRA module to operate in the range of r ∈ Range[rmin, rmax]
where rmin and rmax can be treated as new hyper-parameters. To make the LoRA module work in
a range of ranks instead of a single rank, we need to ensure that increasing or decreasing the rank
will not significantly hamper the model’s performance. One way to implement such behavior would
be by sorting the information content of different ranks in the training process of LoRA modules.
In this regard, at each training step, we sample b ∼ pB(.), b ∈ {rmin, rmin + 1, ..., rmax} form a
pre-defined categorical distribution (which has a support in Range[rmin, rmax]) and truncate Wdw

and Wup matrices accordingly.

Wdw↓b = Wdw[1 : b, :]

Wup↓b = Wup[:, 1 : b]
(1)

Wdw↓b and Wup↓b are b-truncated versions of Wdw and Wup respectively (see Fig. 1 for the visual-
ization). Moreover, let’s define W b

dw as the bth row of Wdw; W b
up corresponds to the bth column of

Wup.

W b
dw = Wdw[b, :]

W b
up = Wup[:, b]

(2)

Then, the forward pass of this truncated LoRA module during training will be calculated as following:

h = W0x+
α

b
Wup↓bWdw↓bx (3)

For the sake of simplicity, let’s assume that we have only one LoRA module in the network (the
one which is described in Eq. 3). Let’s first consider the regular static loss function (LS) of the
network f(x;Wdw,Wup) with Wdw and Wup tunable parameters for N given input-output pairs
(x, y) = (xi, yi)

N
i=1:

min
Wdw,Wup

LS(x, y;Wdw,Wup) ≜

N∑
i=1

l(f(xi;Wdw,Wup), yi).
(4)

where l(f, y) is a loss function that measures the divergence of network predictions compared with
the target labels. Then, let’s extend the training loss to make the network dynamic considering the
b-truncation process. We can define our dynamic loss function LDY as follows.

LDY
↓b =

N∑
i=1

l(f(xi;Wdw↓b,Wup↓b), yi). (5)
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In the parameter update phase, it is also possible to update only the bth corresponding row and column
sampled in the truncation phase in order to avoid affecting the lower rank parameters.

W b
dw ←W b

dw − η∇W b
dw
LDY
↓b

W b
up ←W b

up − η∇W b
up
LDY
↓b

(6)

4 Experiments

4.1 LoRA rank selection problem

There is no clear guidance on how to determine the rank for LoRA algorithm. As can be seen from
several experiments in LoRA [1] paper, performance of different ranks does not indicate any clear
trend. We also observe the same problem in the GLUE benchmark. We may argue that theoretically,
the rank with the best performance is always the highest. High ranks, however, introduce additional
parameters into the adaptive process and this might be undesirable. In practice, the most effective
rank differs depending on the task.

4.2 Dynamic low rank adaptation

Model MNLI SST-2 MRPC CoLA QNLI QQP RTE STS-B Avg
The average performance over all ranks (1 to 8)

LoRA 56.63 89.15 78.83 32.07 73.57 79.61 64.35 59.64 66.73
DyLoRA 86.21 94.12 88.94 59.12 91.55 88.07 81.27 90.90 85.01

Performance over Rank = 8 only
LoRA (8) 87.09 94.84 87.25 60.82 92.59 90.69 84.84 91.47 86.20
DyLoRA (8) 86.51 94.04 89.46 61.12 91.84 88.73 83.75 91.43 85.86

Table 1: In this table, the task is to find a low-rank adaptation matrix that works with different ranks
at inference time given a fixed budget (training time). In all experiments, the pre-training model is
RoBERTa base [3]. The accuracy (matched and mismatched) for MNLI, Matthew’s correlation for
CoLA, Pearson correlation for STS-B, as well as accuracy for other tasks are reported.

For example, suppose we have a neural network that we wish to deploy on various devices with
different configurations. The use of higher ranks may pose a problem for very sensitive devices
as they have a greater number of parameters. Therefore, we must either train several models with
different configurations, or find the most optimal rank. The cost associated with this is significant,
as even in the setting of LoRA, we are required to find the best rank for each task and each device.
Using DyLoRA, however, one needs to train one model per task and, as our method is adaptive at
inference time, we are able to deploy it according to our needs. In Table 1, we demonstrate the
dynamic properties of DyLoRA. In LoRA, we lose performance when performing inferences for
the lower ranks. This occurs because the model has been trained only for rank 8 during training. In
DyLoRA, we preserve a high level of performance for lower ranks while competing well with LoRA
on rank 8.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our solution DyLoRA, to address two problems in low-rank adapters
regarding rank selection and making them dynamic. We showed that DyLoRA can select the rank
without requiring multiple re-training and can make LoRA dynamic at inference time. As a result,
we are able to avoid the process of searching for the most optimal ranks for many real-life scenarios.
It has been demonstrated that DyLoRA performance is comparable with LoRA, yet we can support a
wider range of ranks without adding any additional time.
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